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About This Game

Help Annie build a farm and prepare for her wedding in Farm Tribe 2! This time around, you’ll need to restore a once glorious
mansion and return an old farm to life, all the while earning enough money for Annie's impending wedding ceremony. You’ll be
in charge of hiring and training workers, creating a thriving market and even building a farmyard! An excellent strategy game

with a fascinating plot and an unexpected ending.

Unique gameplay
Discover the secret of the old mansion

Prepare for the wedding!
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Very casual game .
Nice charming story & graphics .
A very good share expirience game for adults & youngsters .. I like playing casual titles such as this for a break from the
standard fare of video games where violence, failure, and death are integral. This game is what it claims to be - you will rebuild
and manage a farm to earn money to pay for the character's wedding. The only challenges are to be somewhat patient and to
balance your inventory. If you like peaceful, task-driven objectives without time limits or the possibility of failure, then I
recommend this to you - relax and enjoy. It's a fun little diversion and can be picked up cheap when on sale.

Now for the things I didn't like:

When a plot point occurs for a completed objective, you lose control of what you were doing and the camera shifts to
somewhere else on the screen. This is a mild annoyance, but noticeable. Since the side game of hunting for objects is handled as
a pop-up button you click when ready to start, I don't see why plot updates couldn't have been handled in the same way.

Contrary to the description, I did not find the plot fascinating, nor the ending unexpected - then again, this game is probably
aimed at kids. As I said above, I played to get away from violence, but there is mild, non-interactive violence at the end of the
game which I found completely unnecessary. I feel the need to caution about this, because if this game is aimed at kids, I think
parents should be aware.. I would rather play candy crush. -50\/10

What the hell. I don't understand why anyone is recommending this trash at all. It's boring as hell and repetitive. After every
task, there's just ten more menial things to do. The story is trash and so easily seen through. The main plot is trash, and the
characters personalities have no thought put into it. The whole gaming is such a chore and a waste of time. I recommend you
don't suffer through this.. I would rather play candy crush. -50\/10
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and manage a farm to earn money to pay for the character's wedding. The only challenges are to be somewhat patient and to
balance your inventory. If you like peaceful, task-driven objectives without time limits or the possibility of failure, then I
recommend this to you - relax and enjoy. It's a fun little diversion and can be picked up cheap when on sale.

Now for the things I didn't like:

When a plot point occurs for a completed objective, you lose control of what you were doing and the camera shifts to
somewhere else on the screen. This is a mild annoyance, but noticeable. Since the side game of hunting for objects is handled as
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game which I found completely unnecessary. I feel the need to caution about this, because if this game is aimed at kids, I think
parents should be aware.. Would be better if you find a better plot\/story than a wedding. The tasks and events are decent though

Horrible mini games sqashing moles and bugs.
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Wish the graphics were better. And wish more was animated like grass, tree's moving in the wind better water
animation\/graphics.

more skills should be visable all time instead needing to be clicking through

Otherwise relaxing game.. This was an excellent casual game that kept my interest during the entire 6 hour playthrough. It has
great pacing and enough to micromanage that you never feel bored. The only concern I had was the artwork, the faces of the
characters look almost frightening sometimes and the drawings are inconsistant. Would highly recommend, although it's the
kind of game you buy on sale and not at full price.. It's pretty fun game where you can also play a bit of a hidden onject spotting
in it.
There ain't really any big challenges in it.
But it's very pretty and relaxing.
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